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For Immediate Release: 

 
 

The Learning Journey International Products Receives Brain Child and 
Creative Fun Awards From Tillywigs Toy and Media Awards! 

 
(Phoenix, AZ- August 2015) 
The Learning Journey International received the Best Creative Fun and Brain Child Award from Tillywigs Toy and Media 
Awards!  These children’s products are selected for having a high educational value and are evaluated based on the following 
criteria: Ease of First Use, Replay Value, Quality/Appearance, Social Interaction/Fun Factor, Creativity and Thought 
Process/Motor Skills.  Find out below what the panel of experts said about our winning products! 
 
 

     Winner: Puzzle Doubles! Create-A-Scene Dollhouse         
 

                                 
 

“This product cleverly combines several children's play activities into one captivating fun-fest. Playtime starts with 
assembling a giant floor puzzle (50 pieces, 3ft x 2ft assembled), a colorful 7-room house viewed from the outside. The 
front exterior wall is absent, making visible the details of the interior rooms - patterned wallpaper, cozy furniture, the 
lovely trappings of a well lived-in home. Now it's time for creative play as kids populate the scene using two dozen 
included static stickers (mom, dad, kids, pets, toys, knick-knacks, additional furniture) that blend seamlessly with the 
puzzle's artwork. Kids position and reposition those moveable pieces, expressing themselves by acting out little scenes and 
dramas to their heart's content. And finally, for yet another form of stimulating fun, kids can flip the puzzle over to find the 
same house in black and white, a coloring activity extraordinaire at their fingertips!”  Ages 3+ years.  
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Winner: Preschool Playbook   

 

                                                
 
“Children find this talking electronic learning device to be so engaging because it interacts with them in such a friendly, 
encouraging way. Upon opening its book-like cover, they are greeted by a happy voice and invited to engage in learning 
fun. The page-like interior is loaded with touch sensitive letters, numbers, and illustrations. Pressing any of these causes its 
name to be spoken aloud, with matching sound effects. The highly interactive Search and Learn activity repeatedly sets kids 
off in search of a specific item by asking 'Can you find the ____?' and ending with a different noun each time the correct 
answer is touched. Before & After brings a different skill set into play by asking kids what number or letter comes before 
or after the one named (What letter comes before X?). Preschool Playbook guides kids through learning letters, numbers, 
spelling, and more, providing challenges and offering words of encouragement and praise along the way.”  Ages 3+ years.  
 

Winner: Match It! Sequencing       
 

                                         
 
“The 20 sets of three-card puzzles in Match It! Sequencing are a fine example of brilliance in simplicity. Each of these 3-piece 
puzzles tells a story of sorts, a sequence of events with a beginning, middle, and end. By assembling these sequences, a child 
not only develops the ability to make groupings based on similarities (hmm, these cards are the only ones with snow), but 
also to see the logical relationships between the images that indicates the order in which they belong. Some represent a 
sequence of events that takes place over a short period of time (boy chews gum, boy blows bubble, bubble bursts), while 
others, such as baby - man - elderly man, represent the  somewhat more abstract concept of life cycles. Kids enjoy the 
colorful imagery and the gratification that comes with making those connections, while the self-correcting puzzle cards (no 
two puzzle cuts are the same) leave plenty of room for satisfying trial and error.”  Ages 3+ years. 
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The Learning Journey International is an international manufacturer and distributer of an exclusive line of award winning 
children’s interactive educational products.  Our products encourage learning and confidence building as they enhance a 
child’s potential.  All products build on the skills necessary for children to be ready for school as they prepare to become our 
leaders of tomorrow.  To learn more about The Learning Journey, please visit them online at www.thelearningjourney.com 
or contact them toll free at 877-839-3969.  Interact with us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest! 
 
Corporate and Media Contact: Kristin Friedman (602) 787-1115 
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